[Analysis of X-ray images of giant-cell tumor of bone of rare locations].
To analyse X-ray images of giant-cell tumor of rare locations. To retrospectively review the X-ray films, CT scans and arteriograms of 48 cases of surgically and/or pathologically confirmed giant-cell tumor of bone of rare locations. Of the 48 cases, expansive cystic destructive changes of the bone with soap-bubble like appearence was found in 30 cases, osteolytic destruction in 10 cases, soft tissue mass outside of bone with sinking, flattening and local expanding of bone in 4 cases, invading into neighboring bone in 4 cases, hyperplasia and sclerosis of bone in 3 cases and staining of abnormal blood vessels and tumors in 3 cases. For the diagnosis of giant-cell tumor of bone of rare locations, X-ray plain film is of great value. CT is even better than plain film; arteriogram is helpful for diagnosis and treatment planning.